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What is
“AgroYouth Second edition” was a youth
exchange implemented within the Erasmus
Plus programme and it was held in Tisno,
Croatia from 15 – 24 September 2018.
The project gave opportunity to 36
participants from Bulgaria, Croatia,
Italy, Macedonia, Romania and Turkey to
spend time together, learn basic things
about agriculture, sustainable
development and living in rural areas
through different educative and creative
workshops. Participants learned about
other cultures, tried traditional food and
had fun.

?

Project started with teambuilding that
allowed participants to make connections
between themselves. Participants after had
educative workshops about rural
development and how to ensure it, they also
learned how to make a business and financial
plans, what is start-up and how to create
successful marketing plan.

4 study trips were implemented during the
project. Participants explored local farm in Tisno
with goats and donkeys; visited olive plantae
and learned about olive production, visited local
fishery and wine producing factory. In addition,
they had amazing time visiting Sibenik and its
fortress.

At the end, the project gave participants the
possibility to learn how to make a marmalade from
apples and plums, and then to sell it to the local
community in Tisno. Participants worked on making
marmalade and them making a marketing
strategy, finalizing jars with labels so that they
have a final product to cell. This was a first hand
experience for participants to see in practice how
small agro business is functioning – they got the
chance to make a product, see what they invest,
calculate how much time is needed for production
and celling, and see in reality what profit is.

George from Romania, has been part of the family
business since really young age. They have been growing
mashrooms for 4 generations. This traditional product
doesn’t usually grow in their village, but through hard
work they have been producing some of the best
mashrooms in Romania.
Tatjana from Macedonia is 20 years old, she is studying security and
quality of food in the Agriculture University in Macedonia. “Agro Youth
2” for her is a possibility to share what she knows and in the same
time to learn more about agriculture in other countries. She will make
a presentation on University about her experience here because she
didn’t finished her summer work for the classes.

Marko 22 year guy from Croatia, is studying agriculture in the University Marco
Marulic in Knin, Croatia. Maja and the crew from the organization invited him to
participate in the project. For him this is first Erasmus project and his
impressions are positive. “I will tell everyone how quality this project is, this is
creative way through games to learn more about this topic. University is boring
and I hate PowerPoint presentations. Later I would like to use this skills and
methods of learning as a teacher.” – Says Marko.

Crina 31 from Romania, has finished her studies on University of
letters in Romania, main subjects Norwegian and English. “Me and
my partner have always been passionate about agriculture and
rural development and we came here to share our experience with
the different cultures involved in the project. We always wanted to
start our own agricultural business back home and we have learned
some tips from our friends here that we are eager to implement in
Romania.” – Says Crina.

Cihat 26 from Turkey, finished sports management department in Sport Science
Faculty in Turkey. He works now as a research assistant at Nersehir University,
same department. He is interested in the subject of agriculture and he wants to
learn more about rural development and he can work on this topics in more
creative way. He is especially interested in rural tourism since he is coming from
Cappadocia and he is interested in starting his own rural tour – experiencing
Cappadocia with Cihat.
On the project we also had a George from Bulgaria whose family is
growing the best “Small Pink Tomatoes” in Bulgaria. We had, Marija
who owns a chicken farm in Croatia and shared her experience with the
family businesses. We had Plamen from Bulgaria who was very
interested in GMO and what benefits we have from it. We had Jovan
and Nikola from Macedonia whose family business in building roads in
rural villages and rural areas in Macedonia contributed to learning more
about rural development. We had many interesting people and
interesting stories.

Rafaelle 21 from Italy is studying Agriculture Science in the University
of Salerno. Also he has a farm in Italy and he came here to know more
about agriculture and improve his English. Now he is more self-confident
and can easily speak in front of a big group. This project has
strengthen his skills and knowledge that he can use on his farm.

As part of the Erasmus program all countries involved had to present their
culture to the other participants. What we did was that in three different
nights we showed the culture of the six nations so that there was enough
time dedicated to each of them in terms of telling the history of the
country, sharing traditions, showing videos and then trying typical food
and drinks as well as some folk dancing. There were also gifts for everyone
and prizes won for participating in quizzes. All in all, it was a fun and
relaxing way of ending the day that allowed all of us to grow closer and
learn more about each other and our home countries.

Our Bulgarian friends brought rakia, wine,
cheese, lutenica, honey, jam …. They made
presentation about their history and traditions
and showed to us their traditional dance – the
Horo. We made amazing combination
with their wine and the juice from
the jam of strawberries in it.
Dare to try it,
it’s amazing.

Croatia as hosting country
had variety of food and
drinks. They gave us the
possibility to try prsut, meat
from boar, wine, rakia
(orahovac and
visnjovaca); everything
was so tasty and
homemade. We will share
one TOP secret with you –
the rakia from cherries
(visnjovaca) is a must, but
be careful with it.

The Italians didn’t have the
opportunity to make us pizza and
pasta but we tried salami,
artichoke cream, smoked
cheese, hard biscuits, croccante,
white wine and red wine. Through
their presentation we saw
beautiful spots in their country.

Macedonian team
teaches us how to dance
Pajdusko oro. We have the
opportunity to try their
homemade 40 degree
rakia and the most famous
Macedonian ajvar with
cheese. Through their
presentation we saw the
lake Ohrid, Skopje, Kokino
and another places worth
of visiting.

When we say Romania we think about
Palinka. They had traditional clothes while
they were showing us several traditional
meals – zakuska, chocolate, wine
and of course palinka for degustation.
We were able to see how
the world will look
without Romania.

Workshop:

During the project participants worked on developing small
business plans and making strategies for local small start ups.
Participants needed to think about start-up business and legally
establishing a small company, start budget needed as
investments, SWOT analysis, Marketing plan, Logo design and
financial plan. At the end of the workshop 6 small pilot
businesses were developed in details and open competition
through social media started. The plan with the most likes on
facebook won. The winner was “BioTaste”.

Created busniness
1. «Immortal Peach»
“Immortal Peach” is small business
situated in Spain. They are
planting 1000 peach trees with an
expected production of 300kg of
peaches per year. Their starting
capital is 50 000 euros with
expected profit of 151 000 euros.

2. “Мирно”
“Мирно” is a Start-Up established in
Zheleznitsa, Bulgaria. It’s a business
dealing with rural tourism. The idea is
of three houses in a small village that
can host up to 9 people. There are 6
workers, 3 young ones that deal with
the business aspect and 3 older ones
that take care of chores and
introduce the culture. The guest can
participate in different agriculture
activities such as growing plants,
making dairy products or helping take
care of the animals.

3. “Strawberry
Marmalade”
“Strawberry Marmalade” is a small
factory that produces marmalade
based in Croatia. They are buying
wild strawberries from villagers
and then making the marmalade
out of them. Firstly, they work
manually and later on when they
become profitable the process of
production will be automatic.
They have contracts with
supermarkets to which they sell
their product.

4. «B.C.B.» or «Big
Chicken Brother»
“BCB” or “Big Chick Brother” is
a farm for chicken meat
situated in Croatia. They are
using a special breed that
grows in just 5 weeks and are
starting with 2000 chickens. The
unique aspect of this business is
that people can view the
chickens through cameras and
see how they are raised.

5. «BioTaste
“BioTaste” our winner is
based in Spain that grows
cucumbers. They sell their
products to restaurants and
to medical or cosmetically
businesses. They have
planted 250 plants and
their expected profit is 2000
– 3000 euros per year.

»

6.
«The Golden Oil»
“The Golden Oil” is a small business
based in Croatia. They have made a
contact and are buying olives from
local owners and producing olive oil
out of them. They are buying the
machines they need on lease so that
their expenses can more spread out
as well as having a policy or reusable
bottles. They are planning to sell a
bottle for 20 euros and their
expected profit is 32 000 euros per
month.

During the project Eurovision contest was held on one of
the last nights. The participants had to prepare a song or
dance in their national teams and present it to the group.
We had great hosts Marco (Croatia) and Stefani
(Macedonia) who also made an amazing performance on
stage and sing the “winning song from the previous
Eurovision”. Afterwards, the countries one by one showed
their talents. There was a lot of singing, dancing, laughing,
clapping and support. As in the real Eurovision at the end
each country voted with points for the others. Croatia won
first place, followed by Romania and Turkey coming third.
Each of them got prizes and then we continued our party
with singing karaoke and dancing.

To get a better understanding
on rural development and how
small companies work, we had
a 4 study trips. We started with a
visit of a local farm dealing with
goats, chickens and donkeys;
and then we visited a local
plantage for production of
olives and olive oil. The visit to
the local farm started with an
explanation on how to take
care of the goats and how
much milk they are producing
every day. The owner told us
about his fig production and
making jam out of it.

We also visited a boat museum.
Here we learned more about
the types of boats that are
made in Croatia, how they
made them and historical facts
about using the boats in Betina.
He also shared how he trained
We learned that this is one old
his dogs and how different
tradition in Betine and that
breeds can be used for
people used to live from it.
protecting his plantations and
keeping the goats in, the most
interesting thing is that all the
work is done only by him. Later,
we visited a plantage for the
olives trees. We learned how
long it takes to grow an olive
tree, when and how to gather
them and how much you need
to make olive oil.

We have also visited a fish company
as well as a winery. Our visit of the fish
farm started early in the morning. The
name of the company is “Corporativa
Ribarska Sloga” and it’s located in
Tribunj, Croatia. The manager of the
fish company explained the type of
sea creatures that can be found in
the Adriatic Sea and showed us the
different types of boats and how the
fisherman on them catch the varieties
of sea fauna. Then she made a tour
for us around and inside the factory in
which she explained how the fish is
kept and packaged, what happens
with bad catches and how and
where they sell their products (locally
and internationally). It was very useful
to hear their story how they started as
a start up and developed in a real
business in this area.

We have visited a wine production
firm.
It is a small company that
produces red, white wine and rose.
They showed us how the whole
process of creating wine works, the
different machines and equipment
that is needed. It was quite interesting
to learn the business aspect of the
company – how much production
costs and how much they sell the
wine (the buyers are restaurants).

During the project we made a
workshop where each country had
to share some good practices of
agriculture. All national teams made
presentations and explained what
their best produce was as well as
what their country is doing well at
and improving. We also talked about
the business aspect of agriculture
and how important the involvement
of entrepreneurs could be. A lot of
real life examples were shared and
the picture of agriculture and rural
development became clearer.

– Italian team –
Basic Agricultural
Practices
The Italian team led a workshop called “Basic
Agricultural Practices”. For this reason we were
divided in eight teams and each of us had to
analyze a product given to us at the beginning and
then make a small presentation to show the others
what the product is, process of production and for
what the product can be used. This helped our
team-working skills as well as presentation skills. We
were able to see that the practices in each country
varied because when doing research on the
product we could see how different the information
are in each language.

– Turkish story –
Advantages and
disadvantages of rural life
The Turkish team led a workshop called “Advantages
and disadvantages of rural living”. What they did was
divide us in four teams and between them they
distributed 2 different stories that were about rural and
urban lifestyle. The tasks for us were to make a list based
on the stories about what the pros and cons of urban
lifestyle are as well as what are the positive and negative
sides of rural life. When all the teams were ready, the
teams that were given the same story had to come
together and present the advantages disadvantages of
rural and urban life. In the end, our organizer asked us
one question: “Where would you like to live, in urban
area and die on 40 years or in rural area and die on 90?”
What do you think that we said, and what will you
choose?

On the last day we sold the marmalade to the local
community to see if this works. Money were later donated
back to local community but we managed to see a practical
example of how profit is made. This was a hell of an
experience.
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